
 

 

 

Thuoom: reCycle 2 

Textural Healing netlabel 

[thump322] 

1. Kraut   03:28 

2. Waves   02:13 

3. Murker   04:00 

4. Notmi   04:18 

5. Rain Grooves  03:45 

6. Shorter   01:29 

7. Reconstruct [live]  15:00 

8. Pidike (alt. version)  02:31 

9. Elastic [live]   02:33 

10. Hakio (alt. version)  02:57 

11. Rituals   03:22 

12. Piano   02:55 

13. #01/2013.02.16/kmf [live] 17:40 

Total length   1:06:10 



 

 

tl;dr 

reCycle 2 is a compilation album that draws together a bunch of unreleased tunes that I composed during 

my second grand cycle (2013-2017). These 13 tracks didn’t fit on any album I released during this period 

but deserve to be out there nevertheless. They showcase different sides of my style of electroacoustic 

music which I’ve dubbed forestelektro. Below, you can find information about my process as well as the 

individual tracks. 

Hope you enjoy the music – I know I did! 

Tuomo aka Thuoom, December 16th, 2017 

 

Background 

Five years ago, I released reCycle [thump312], a compilation album that chronicled my first grand cycle 

(2007-2012). Prior to that album, I had released a total of 11 records via the Textural Healing netlabel but 

now I felt that I had driven myself to corner. In fact, I had produced almost no new music whatsoever since 

2009 even though I had worked on a string of releases drawing from older tunes. I had to reinvent myself. 

I threw my expectations out of the window, tried to look towards future instead of past. I had my first live 

performance in February 2013 at Keskeneräisen Musiikin Festivaali* [Unfinished Music Festival] and, in 

retrospect, this proved to be instrumental in finding the new me. Meeting new musicians made me want to 

make explore sounds further. Shortly after this, I started my first new musical cycle, the Resonant Cycle.  

I’ve mentioned the word cycle several times. You see, music comes to me in cycles. You can consider each 

cycle being a chapter in a book, while the grand cycles are the books, this one being the second book, 

covering years 2013-2017. There may be long stretches of inactivity but when the music comes to me, I 

work frantically for maybe a month or so, producing heaps of new tunes. This second grand cycle of mine 

seems to be more focused than the first one. During my first grand cycle I might make hours and hours of 

music for any cycle, lots of it being just separate pieces that didn’t fit anywhere. During my second grand 

cycle I have moved towards composing fewer themes. However, while doing so, I have produced several 

versions of each theme, polishing the songs in a more focused fashion than before.  

It wasn’t until long into my second grand cycle before I decided to give my old music some spins. I was very 

surprised. Lots of my old tunes were considerably more abstract than the music I had been producing 

lately. During my second grand cycle, I had taken a turn into creating more song-like tunes instead of those 

murky, abstract soundscapes. Partly this was due the fact that I had started upgrading my home studio 

gear. Better gear had resulted in a clearer, more focused sound. However, lots of it had to do with my crafts 

getting more finetuned. In fact, I realized that I had finally started making the kind of music I envisioned 

when I first started tackling electroacoustic music. Back then I just didn’t know how to realize my vision – 

instead, I had taken a turn towards more dreamlike realms. 

This is not to say that I don’t do anything abstract anymore. From the very beginning, I’ve released my work 

under two pseudonyms; my more song-oriented tunes have traditionally been Thuoom tunes while the 

abstract, ambient soundscapes are Thuuooom tracks. So far, this hasn’t changed, even though the division 

is sometimes hard to make. Who knows what happens in the future? Maybe the time will come when I 

decide that one name is all I need. At any rate, I’d be surprised if I ceased producing two types of sounds. 

                                                           
* My KMF set can be heard as the last song on this record. 



 

 

Earlier, I mentioned my first live performance. These days the live side is an important part of the Thuoom 

experience, at least for me. I have found a small scene of ambient musicians in my home town and so far, 

I’ve performed live a total of nine times. I have recorded some of these sets and the live sounds have found 

their way into my studio output as well. Most notably this is witnessed on Circadian [thump319], which was 

100% constructed from manipulating sounds from one live performance. 

So, why this compilation? Why now? As was the case with reCycle, the time has come to close one book, to 

look towards future again. I just happen to have a bunch of cool tracks on my HD I want to get out of my 

hands. From an outsider’s view, with this record, I’ve released 10 records within a year and a half after 

several years of silence. For me, this process has lasted nearly five years. Speaking from an artist’s 

viewpoint, I need to reinvent myself. The feeling that I’m just repeating myself has been creeping up my 

spine for some time already and I need to find new ways to be satisfied with my work. I’m more confident 

than ever that something great will come. I just don’t know when, and what that will be. 

 

Cycles 

As I’ve explained above, I create my music in cycles. Below you can find some information about the 

individual cycles that form my second grand cycle. 

Cycle 8 – The Resonant Cycle (2013) 

About the joy of rediscovering Thuoom. Wanted to prepare a small physical release and had bought a 

better microphone, so started sampling things as I did in the beginning, six years earlier. Made a conscious 

decision not to use my beloved music box anymore! 

Releases: Resonant [thcd01] + ‘Slicer’ @soundcloud 

Cycle 9 – The Ambient Cycle (2014) 

The first cycle I approached with the intent of making an ambient album, even though I did create some 

song-like tunes as well, as evident on this compilation. Experimented a lot with longer, stretched sounds. 

Acquired crispier sound with a new sound card. 

Releases: Kaiut [thump313] / Aste EP [thump315] / Monoliths [thump316] 

Cycle 10 – The Contact Cycle (2014) 

A good friend of mine, Janne Pulkkinen, designed and made me a contact microphone per my request. 

Therefore, it was only natural to start a cycle in which only things sampled with said microphone were used 

as sources of sound. Furthermore, I had just purchased a new sequencer software, giving rest to the 

program I had used through cycles 1 to 9.  I was forced outside my comfort zone, which naturally was just a 

good thing from an artistic viewpoint. This cycle likely marks my first use of delicately used layering and 

more advanced song progression. 

Releases: Contact [thump314] / Reuna EP [thump317] 

Cycle 11 – The Fokus Cycle (2016; final edit 2017) 

For this cycle, the original idea was to sample household items only. However, I made a test sample with an 

electroacoustic guitar and decided to allow other samples as well. This also resulted in the use of 

beatboxing samples and sine waves that I drew by hand. The natural process led me to try even more 

layered approach than earlier. In the past, I had hardly used more than one type of sound source for any 

individual tune but here I started stacking several different sounds together. The name of the cycle and the 

record [thump318] came from the realization that I had finally managed to create the focused Thuoom 

sound I had dreamt of almost 10 years earlier. 

Releases: Fokus [thump318] + ‘Stretch’ @soundcloud 



 

 

Cycle 12 – The Live Cycle (2017) 

With the release of Fokus [thump318], I thought I had polished the current Thuoom sound and was already 

contemplating starting a studio hiatus. However, as I recorded the improvisation that was my fifth live 

performance, I realized it was an excellent source of sounds for one more album before the hiatus. On top 

of that, I had performed using my voice only, so here was my chance of making an a cappella album I had 

dreamt of for years already but never managed to start. Strictly speaking, the record [thump319] isn’t 100% 

a cappella since the source had traces of another performer, Barque Sound Experiment, but that’s beyond 

the point. After the very rhythmically oriented Fokus, I ended up with a much more relaxed album. As part 

of this cycle, I also recorded my next live performance which I have released in its entirety. 

Releases: Circadian [thump319] / Live Enhanced [thump320]/{thcd02] 

 

Music 

Unlike the first reCycle, here we’ve got just one CD’s worth of music. All these tracks have been unreleased 

until now. There are a couple of tunes that are totally new, a bunch of alternative versions of tracks already 

released, while some others share bits with other songs. Three of the tracks have been recorded live.  I 

have made my best to arrange them in an order that flows nicely from beginning to end. We’ll start with 

rhythmically oriented material, but go into more ambient-y realms towards the end. 

1. Kraut 

This is the first piece I composed after getting my contact microphone. I liked the tune from day one but it 

just felt too happy to be included on Contact [thump314]. If my memory serves me right, I basically 

sampled just some items I happened to see laying around, except for the chair which is included by 

accident; while sampling something else the chair happened to squeak with my movement.  

Chair, coin, fridge, guitar, note book, staple, table / sounds & music Apr’14. 

2. Waves 

This tune comes from the Resonant [thcd01] sessions. It was my first attempt at using microwave oven 

samples to create a song but at the time I wasn’t satisfied enough to include this piece on a short EP. 

Instead, I took the samples and made a new song, namely ‘yarn’. This tune showcases me starting to move 

towards a more rhythmically oriented direction during the second grand cycle. 

Microwave oven / sounds & music Mar’13. 

3. Murker 

This piece is related to ‘Nousu’, perhaps the only non-relaxed track on Circadian [thump319]. They both 

share the same starting point but diverted from each other at a relatively early stage. ‘Nousu’ managed to 

find its polished state and place on said album whereas ‘Murker’ stayed in this murkier form, sounding too 

muddy at the time. Always enjoyed the tune, though. 

Human voice / sounds & music Mar’17. 

4. Notmi 

Whenever I encounter a glitch in my computer’s sound system, I try to capture it. As a big part of my artistic 

ethos involves exploiting the chance to come up with pieces I would’ve never made otherwise, the glitches 

are highly valued by me. They are random and come seemingly out of nowhere – what’s not to like! This is 

one of my songs that uses sampled glitches. I really like its groove and I was quite bummed when I couldn’t 

fit it on Resonant [thcd01]. However, some of its rhythmic patterns did find their way into ‘glasses’. 

Glitches / sounds & music Mar’13. 



 

 

5. Rain Grooves 

One day during the Contact Cycle, it started raining. As I live on the top floor of a building with a metal roof 

balcony, I took my contact microphone out and sampled the rain through metal. I made several versions of 

this tune but none of them seemed to fit Contact [thump314]; the sound just wasn’t quite right for the 

record. Now the situation is different – as the tunes on this compilation all possess a different sound, it’s a 

perfect place for an experiment such as this. Some of the rhythmic patterns were later recycled to ‘Kitatila’. 

Rain on balcony / sounds Apr’14, music Apr-Jul’14. 

6. Shorter 

This is a sister piece to ‘Murker’ (track 3), naturally also related to ‘Nousu’ (Circadian [thump319]).  It was 

created during the process of ‘Nousu’, but didn’t find its place on said composition. Instead, it seemed 

more like an interlude between more developed tracks, which is exactly how it’s used on the current 

record. 

Human voice / sounds & music Mar’17. 

7. Reconstruct [live] 

I try to vary my method for each live performance, at least to do something different than with the 

previous show. For my third live performance I ended up using sine waves that I manipulated on the spot. 

Some cool themes emerged but unfortunately, I hadn’t thought about recording the show. The next day I 

decided to recreate these ideas in a shorter form and recorded the output. Here you can hear this 

recreation in its entirety. I used parts of this reconstruction as samples for processes that finally became 

‘Ilta’ and ‘Parturi’, both on Fokus [thump318]. 

Sine waves / sounds & music Aug’16; performed live August 31st, 2016. 

8. Pidike (alt. version) 

An early, shorter version of a song that appeared on Circadian [thump319]. Doesn’t include a change of 

theme as the released version of this song. Furthermore, uses different a cappella samples. If you listen to 

this and the final versions of this tune back to back, you can hear my approach on processing the tunes 

during the second grand cycle.  

Human voice / sounds & music Mar’17. 

9. Elastic [live] 

A live manipulation of a theme that was used to create ‘Caged’ (Resonant [thcd01]). Here we’ve got a new 

set of samples, in fact the ones created for ‘Rituals’ (track 11). While this live version remained unreleased 

until now, the result was used in the process of both ‘Electride’ (Kaiut [thump313)] and ‘Elac’ (Aste EP 

[thump315]).  I like the slight distorted popping sounds and the somewhat drunken of the tune. 

Electroacoustic guitar / sounds Jan’14; music Mar’13; performed live January 19th, 2014. 

10. Hakio (alt. version) 

The first version of the tune that became ‘Hakio’ on Contact [thump314]. The theme is already there but 

the samples are different. The sample manipulation has been partly done with a program called Noiser, 

which scrambles samples thrown into it into a mess. Sometimes the mess is delightful, oftentimes not. I 

have used this program on several released tunes already. 

Coin, electric guitar, faucet, kettle, note book, staple, table / sounds Apr’14, music Jun’14. 

11. Rituals 

The very first track I wrote for the Ambient Cycle. Despite the attempt of looking towards future my feet 

were still firmly in the past with this forest/ritualistic folk piece. Sampling has gone wrong and the sounds 

distort as I wasn’t familiar with my brand-new sound card yet but that didn’t stop me from using these 

sounds as a starting point of both ‘Electride’ (Kaiut [thump313)] and ‘IV’ (Monoliths [thump316]).   

Electroacoustic guitar / sounds & music Jan’14. 



 

 

12. Piano 

I happened to stumble into a piano at a school I was visiting due to my work. Naturally, I didn’t have any 

good recording equipment with me but nevertheless I recorded some notes for future use. As I was in the 

middle of the Ambient Cycle, it was only natural to make an ambient piece. In fact, I made two versions of 

this tune; this is the short one, the long one ended up as ‘III’ on Monoliths [thump316]. 

Piano / sounds & music Feb’14. 

 

13. #01/2013.02.16/kmf [live] 

The final piece on this album isn’t strictly speaking part of my second grand cycle. Instead, this is the live 

piece I performed at Keskeneräisen Musiikin Festivaali [Unfinished Music Festival] in 2013 and which 

sparked my interest in creating new music. Originally, the piece was called ‘muistoja, unesta’ (‘memories 

from a dream’). However, as I forgot to click record until two minutes into the performance, the beginning 

with spoken word samples is missing. As this part was crucial for me naming my piece the way I did, I didn’t 

feel it was fitting to use the name here. This piece marks the last time I have used my beloved music box, 

which was featured prominently during my first grand cycle. You can also hear bits of the original tune 

‘Memory’ (Webber & Nunn). 

Human voice, music box / sounds & music Feb’13; performed live February 16th, 2013. 
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